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The heliosphere is a protective shield around the solar system created by
the Sun’s interaction with the local interstellar medium (LISM) through the
solar wind, transients, and interplanetary magnetic field. The shape of the
heliosphere is directly linked with interactions with the surrounding LISM, in
turn affecting the space environment within the heliosphere. Understanding the
shape of the heliosphere, the LISM properties, and their interactions is critical
for understanding the impacts within the solar system and for understanding
other astrospheres. Understanding the shape of the heliosphere requires an
understanding of the heliotail, as the shape is highly dependent upon the heliotail
and its LISM interactions. The heliotail additionally presents an opportunity
for more direct in situ measurement of interstellar particles from within the
heliosphere, given the likelihood ofmagnetic reconnection and turbulentmixing
between the LISM and the heliotail. Measurements in the heliotail should be
made of pickup ions, energetic neutral atoms, low energy neutrals, and cosmic
rays, as well as interstellar ions that may be injected into the heliosphere through
processes such as magnetic reconnection, which can create a direct magnetic
link from the LISM into the heliosphere. The Interstellar Probe mission is an
ideal opportunity for measurement either along a trajectory passing through
the heliotail, via the flank, or by use of a pair of spacecraft that explore the
heliosphere both tailward and noseward to yield a more complete picture of
the shape of the heliosphere and to help us better understand its interactions
with the LISM.
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Interstellar Probe, interstellar medium, shape of the heliosphere, heliotail, outer
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1 Introduction

The solar system comprises planets, asteroids, comets, and dust orbiting the Sun due to
the force of gravity. The Sun also fills the interplanetary space with the solar wind, a steady
stream of particles leaving the Sun at supersonic speeds, as predicted by Eugene Parker in
1958, as well as solar transients and the interplanetary magnetic field, which has a spiral
shape that was also predicted by Parker (1958a) and Parker (1958b). The Sun, therefore,
creates a plasma bubble within the local interstellar medium (LISM) comprising the solar
wind, solar transients, and interplanetary magnetic field, the composition and magnetic
field of which shape the local space environment. This region of the Sun’s direct influence
is known as the heliosphere (Ripken and Fahr, 1983; Knie et al., 1999; Opher and Loeb,
2022). Parker’s discoveries led to a better understanding of the heliosphere, and early gas
dynamic 2-D models of the heliosphere often depicted the Solar magnetic field as similar to
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a dipole bar magnet embedded in the surrounding interstellar
magnetic field (Davis, 1955; Parker, 1961; Parker, 1963; Axford et al.,
1963; Baranov et al., 1971). Another advancement in our
understanding of the interactions of the heliosphere and the LISM
came in 1971, when it was shown by Thomas and Krassa (1971)
and Bertaux and Blamont (1971) using OGO 5 measurements
that interstellar neutrals penetrate the heliosphere, as predicted
by Fahr (1968). These neutrals are an important seed population for
pickup ions (PUIs) and energetic neutral atoms (ENAs). However,
it was noted by Axford (1972) that there will be a large gap in our
understanding of the heliosphere as long as we continue to have a
lack of in situ measurements. Since then, only the Voyager missions
have approached the LISM, and even those missions were unable
to provide in situ plasma measurements from the LISM. A more
detailed history of early heliophysical discoveries can be found in
Zank et al. (2022).

The properties of the LISM affect the shape and composition
of the heliosphere, which are driven by interstellar interactions,
guided by the particle flows and interstellar magnetic field (ISMF)
(Müller et al., 2009; Zirnstein et al., 2016b; Linsky et al., 2022).
Other important effects of heliosphere–interstellar interactions
include evidence suggesting that the origins of life on Earth
were influenced by the effects of supernovae within 50 pc of the
Earth (Fields et al., 2008; Meyer et al., 2012; Wallner et al., 2016;
Fields et al., 2020; Miller and Fields, 2022). In addition, the Sun
moves large distances (∼19 pc/Myr) through the quite variable
LISM. There is geological evidence from 60Fe and 244Pu isotopes
that the Earth received interstellar material approximately 2–3 Myr
ago. These isotopes were interpreted as evidence for a nearby
supernova, though that has been cast into doubt (Opher et al., 2022).
Opher et al. (2022) suggest the encounter of Earth with a massive
cold cloud in the local ribbon of cold clouds 3 Myr ago. Such
encounters shrunk the Sun’s protective bubble, the heliosphere, to
within the Earth’s orbit, exposing Earth to a cold, dense LISM. Such
scenarios should be discussed in context with others proposed to
explain the cooling seen by oxygen isotopes measured in deep-sea
foraminifera. The exposure to a cold, dense LISM has implications
on climate and increased radiation. Increased radiation alone
could have effects on climate, organismal mutation rates, aging,
and extinction rates and thus broad patterns of diversification.
Understanding the shape of the heliosphere, including its ability
to protect or expose the Earth to the LISM as it grows or
shrinks, guides our broader understanding of the habitability and
evolution of life on Earth. An understanding of the shape of our
heliosphere can additionally guide our understanding of other
astrospheres, strengthening ties between heliophysics and the fields
of astronomy, astrophysics, and planetary science (Wood et al.,
2004; Sahai and Chronopoulos, 2010; Cox et al., 2012; Menten et al.,
2012; Peri et al., 2015; Kobulnicky et al., 2016; Katushkina et al.,
2018; Baalmann et al., 2020; Baalmann et al., 2022; Czechowski and
Grygorczuk, 2022). Less definitive knowledge exists of this shape
(Davis, 1955; Parker, 1963; Pauls and Zank, 1996; McComas et al.,
2012b;McComas et al., 2013;Heerikhuisen et al., 2014;Opher et al.,
2015; Opher et al., 2020; Pogorelov et al., 2015; Dialynas et al.,
2017; Izmodenov and Alexashov, 2020; Reisenfeld et al., 2021;
Dayeh et al., 2022; Frisch et al., 2022; Kornbleuth et al., 2023a);
however, only the Voyager spacecraft may have reached the edge
of the heliosphere and directly sampled the interstellar medium

beyond (Decker et al., 2005; Decker et al., 2008; Krimigis et al.,
2011; Krimigis et al., 2013; Krimigis et al., 2019; Stone et al., 2013;
Krimigis et al., 2019; Dialynas et al., 2022).

Our knowledge of the composition, flow, and properties
of the LISM is informed almost exclusively from remote
sensing or indirect measurements such as of UV backscatter
(Weller and Meier, 1974; Ajello, 1978; Dalaudier et al., 1984;
Bertaux et al., 1985; Lallement and Bertin, 1992; Lallement et al.,
2004; Vallerga et al., 2004; Lallement et al., 2005; Redfield and
Linsky, 2008; Slavin and Frisch, 2008; Frisch, 2009; Lallement et al.,
2010; Vincent et al., 2012; Frisch et al., 2013; Frisch et al., 2015;
Zank et al., 2013; Linsky et al., 2019; Linsky and Redfield, 2021),
low-energy neutral atoms (Witte et al., 1992; Witte et al., 1993;
Fuselier et al., 2009b; Moebius et al., 2009), ENAs (Fuselier et al.,
2009a; Frisch et al., 2009; McComas et al., 2009; McComas et al.,
2012b; McComas et al., 2013; Heerikhuisen et al., 2014;
Pogorelov et al., 2015; Dialynas et al., 2017; Dialynas et al., 2019;
Reisenfeld et al., 2021; Brandt et al., 2022), PUIs (Möbius et al.,
1985a; Gloeckler et al., 1992; Gloeckler et al., 1998; Mall et al., 1998;
Gloeckler and Geiss, 2004; McComas et al., 2004; Gloeckler et al.,
2004; Galvin et al., 2008; McComas et al., 2008; Drews et al.,
2012; Gershman et al., 2013; Frisch et al., 2013; Frisch et al.,
2015; Möbius et al., 2015a; Möbius et al., 2016a; Möbius et al.,
2016b; Taut et al., 2018; Bower et al., 2019; Opher et al., 2020;
Swaczyna et al., 2020; Spitzer, 2022; Spitzer et al., 2024), cosmic
rays (Blandford and Ostriker, 1978; Ferrière, 2001; Schwadron et al.,
2014; Orlando and Strong, 2021), and dust and interstellar
polarization (Savage and Mathis, 1979; Frisch et al., 2022). While
the UV backscatter measurements are made remotely, other
measurements such as of low-energy neutrals, ENAs, and PUIs can
be considered “remote in situ” measurements. These measurements
are typically made by instruments in near-Earth space, but the
data collected can be used to infer properties of regions far away.
These measurements are, therefore, taken in situ within the space
environment but used for remote sensing techniques. Any additional
inferences that we can make about the shape of the heliosphere
and its interactions with the LISM are guided by modeling efforts
constrained by limited measurements.

The bulk of the interstellar ions, except highly energized galactic
cosmic rays (GCRs), are deflected around the heliosphere by the
magnetic boundary with the Sun’s interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF). The neutral flow, caused by the relative motion of the
heliosphere and the LISM, is able to penetrate the heliopause
(HP), or the boundary between the heliosphere and the LISM,
resulting in the neutral interstellar wind through the heliosphere.
These neutrals can then become ionized through processes such as
photoionization, electron impact ionization, and charge exchange
with the solar wind, creating PUIs, ions that are “picked up” by the
solar wind and the IMF, reaching speeds up to two times the solar
wind speed (Fahr, 1968; Vasyliunas and Siscoe, 1976; Möbius et al.,
1985a;Möbius et al., 1985b).ThePUIs that are in turn re-neutralized
yield ENAs.

It has been shown (Opher et al., 2020) that consideration of
the PUIs embedded in the solar wind can contribute significantly
to the shape and dynamics of the heliosphere when accounted
for in modeling. McComas et al. (2017b) use in situ data from
SWAP with a Vasyliunas and Siscoe model to show that PUIs
play a significant role, especially in the outer heliosphere, where
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they majorly contribute to the solar wind internal pressure by
approximately 20 au. The authors show that there is likely additional
PUI heating that occurs, as an increase in H+ thermal pressure and
temperature can be seen between 22 and 38 au. The PUI pressure is
found to be high in the outer heliosphere and is expected to compose
a significant portion of the dynamic pressure in the solar wind by the
termination shock (TS) at approximately 100 au. PUImeasurements
are, therefore, a crucial component for studying the TS, the
dynamics of the heliosphere, and the outer heliosphere interactions
with the LISM.

The Interstellar Probe is a proposed mission concept that has
involved the work of over 1,000 scientists over a number of years
proposing various potential trajectories to reach the LISM, including
via the nose or the heliotail directions (McNutt Jr. et al., 2021;
Schlei et al., 2021; Brandt et al., 2022). The general mission goals are
to investigate the heliosphere and the Sun’s interactionwith the LISM
(Schlei et al., 2021). These objectives are to be achieved specifically
through the PUI and in situ plasma measurements both inside
and outside the heliosphere as well as direct measurements of the
VLISM, including properties such as densities, composition, flows,
and temperatures of ions, neutral particles, and dust (Brandt et al.,
2022). In addition, though the U.S. and China do not directly
collaborate on space missions, and while neither mission currently
has a set launch date, NASA’s proposed Interstellar Probe and
China’s proposed Interstellar Express (Xu et al., 2022) missions
could provide complementary measurements to better understand
the heliosphere and its interaction with the LISM, just as NASA and
ESA’s Parker Solar Probe and Solar Orbiter provide complementary
measurements of the Sun. As suggested by Linghua Wang of the
ENA imager team on the concept of the Interstellar Express, each
mission could have different instrument specifications, and having
more of these spacecraft, such as the implementation of both
of these proposed missions, would greatly benefit the study of
interstellar space (O’Callaghan, 2022). In this paper, we propose
both intentional measurements made on future outer heliosphere
missions and a heliotailward component of the Interstellar Probe
mission to provide the much needed measurements for answering
open questions regarding the shape of the heliosphere and its
interaction with the LISM. We specifically suggest that such
missions should include more comprehensive PUI measurements
and the utilization of low-energy neutrals, ENAs, and cosmic ray
measurements.

2 Discussion

2.1 Measurements in the heliosphere

In addition to UV backscatter remote sensing techniques
(Weller and Meier, 1974; Ajello, 1978; Dalaudier et al., 1984;
Bertaux et al., 1985; Lallement and Bertin, 1992; Lallement et al.,
2004; Vallerga et al., 2004; Lallement et al., 2005; Lallement et al.,
2010; Vincent et al., 2012; Frisch et al., 2013; Frisch et al., 2015),
a useful measure for determining the properties of interstellar
parameters in situ is through the direct measurement of neutral
atoms. Such measurements have been made within the heliosphere
from spacecraft such as Ulysses (Witte et al., 1992;Witte et al., 1993)
and IBEX (Fuselier et al., 2009b; Moebius et al., 2009). Such neutral

measurements have been used to characterize the inflow of neutral
particles known as the interstellar wind through the heliosphere.
Parameters that have been analyzed include the longitudinal
flow direction, velocity, and temperature (Witte et al., 1993; Witte,
2004; McComas et al., 2012a; Möbius et al., 2012; Frisch et al.,
2013; Frisch et al., 2015; Schwadron et al., 2013; Bzowski et al.,
2014; McComas et al., 2015a; McComas et al., 2015b; Möbius et al.,
2015b; Bzowski et al., 2015; Leonard et al., 2015; Schwadron et al.,
2015; Wood et al., 2015; Swaczyna et al., 2018; Swaczyna et al.,
2022). These measurements, however, have been limited to those
that can be made from within the heliosphere and therefore leave
our understanding from the outside very limited.

Another important method for studying interstellar parameters
and heliosphere–interstellar interactions is through the use of
ENAs and PUIs. Most measurements of ENAs and PUIs to
date have been made using instruments on spacecraft such as
AMPTE-IRM (Möbius et al., 1985b), Ulysses (Gloeckler et al.,
1992), ACE (Gloeckler et al., 1998), Cassini (Mall et al., 1998;
McComas et al., 2004; Dialynas et al., 2017), New Horizons
(McComas et al., 2008), STEREO (Galvin et al., 2008), and IBEX
(Fuselier et al., 2009a; Frisch et al., 2009; McComas et al., 2009).
He+ PUI measurements, for example, can be used to infer the
interstellar neutral flow properties, such as the longitudinal
inflow direction of the interstellar wind through the heliosphere
(Gloeckler et al., 2004; Drews et al., 2012; Frisch et al., 2013;
Frisch et al., 2015; Gershman et al., 2013; Möbius et al., 2015a;
Möbius et al., 2016a; Möbius et al., 2016a; Möbius et al., 2016b;
Möbius et al., 2016b; Taut et al., 2018; Bower et al., 2019; Spitzer,
2022). These measurements can achieve values consistent with
those of other techniques from the literature, such as ENA
measurements, and can be made with comparable precision and
accuracy (Möbius et al., 2015b; Möbius et al., 2016a; Taut et al.,
2018; Bower et al., 2019; Spitzer, 2022). However, due to the low
flux/density of interstellar helium, many of these measurements
are made at the limits of the instrument capabilities and therefore
present challenges which need to be overcome using methods
such as limiting measurements to those taken only of newly
injected PUIs in order to achieve precise and accurate values
(Möbius et al., 2015a). Therefore, improvements upon these
measurements could yield significant advances in these techniques.
Many of the instruments on the spacecraft listed above do not
have characteristics such as high post-acceleration voltages and
look directions away from the Sun, ideal for PUI detections, and
interstellar measurements were often not included in the mission
design or requirements (Gilbert et al., 2016). This limitation could
be alleviated through the development of ion mass spectrometers
optimized for the detection of PUIs and deployed on outer
heliosphere missions with a field of view (FOV) that includes
look directions away from the Sun. One such example of a future
instrument is SPICES, a technology development project funded
by NASA and based on the PICSpec design (Gilbert et al., 2016),
which is targeted specifically for the detection of low-charge-state
PUIs, including protons, alphas, and heavier ions, using a −50-
kV internal post-acceleration region for full energy detection.
Intentional PUI detection in the outer heliosphere has been shown
to be a critical need, especially of pickup protons and alphas, as the
PUI pressure, fueled by particles of interstellar origin, builds up to a
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significant portion of the dynamic pressure in the outer heliosphere
(McComas et al., 2017b).

Thus far, five spacecraft have had solar system escape velocities,
namely, Pioneers 10 and 11 (NASA, 1971; Miller, 1973), Voyagers
1 and 2 (Kohlhase and Penzo, 1977; Stone, 1977), and New
Horizons (Kusnierkiewicz et al., 2005; Stern, 2008), but as of
yet, the only spacecraft which may have directly sampled the
LISM, though still within reach of the Sun’s effects, are Voyagers
1 and 2 (Decker et al., 2005; Decker et al., 2008; Stone et al.,
2008; Stone et al., 2013; Stone et al., 2019; Krimigis et al., 2011;
Krimigis et al., 2013; Krimigis et al., 2019; Dialynas et al., 2022).
There remains some debate whether the Voyager spacecraft have
left the heliosphere and directly sampled the LISM (Fisk and
Gloeckler, 2022). Currently, both Voyagers have exceeded the
scope of their missions, and only Voyager 2 is capable of taking
plasma measurements since the Plasma Science (PLS) instrument
on Voyager 1 failed in 1980 (Richardson and Decker, 2014).
Additionally, there are various concerns with the Voyager 2
measurements, including the inability of PLS to fully determine
the plasma density in the LISM (Richardson and Decker, 2014),
radiation damage caused to the PLS Faraday cups near Jupiter
(Gurnett and Kurth, 2019), and degradation of the Voyager 2
Plasma Wave Science (PWS) instrument (Kurth and Gurnett, 2020).
Measurements that have been successfully interpreted from the
Voyager spacecraft indicate a likely asymmetric TS in space and/or
time and an alternate source of anomalous cosmic rays from
beyond the TS (Stone et al., 2005; Stone et al., 2008), providing
compelling evidence that more measurements are needed between
the heliosphere and the LISM. The Voyager measurements imply
that our understanding of the heliosphere–interstellar interactions is
more limited than previously expected, further supporting the need
for future interstellar measurements.

Another source of interstellar measurements is galactic cosmic
rays (GCRs). GCRs ranging from MeV to TeV penetrate the
heliosphere from the LISM due to their high energies. These GCRs
serve both as a sample of particles that originate from outside the
heliosphere and as a means of probing the shape of the heliosphere.
Since charged particles such as cosmic rays can be conducted
along current sheets, they can enter the heliosphere more easily
through these regions, such as the heliospheric current sheet (HCS),
which extends through the heliosphere in a wavy shape caused
by the non-alignment between the Sun’s rotational and magnetic
axes (Mewaldt et al., 2010). Since these cosmic rays can penetrate
even into the inner heliosphere (Cooper et al., 1995; Kudela and
Bucik, 2013; Mrigakshi et al., 2013; Kress et al., 2015), we can infer
properties of the “thickness” of the heliosphere from the measured
densities and energies of GCRs throughout the heliosphere. These
properties can give us a global idea of the shape of the heliosphere
but are also solar cycle-dependent. As the Sun becomes more
active as the magnetic poles flip during the 11-year solar cycle, the
heliosphere is inflated, there is an increase in transient events, and
the HCS becomesmore inclined, resulting in reduced penetration of
GCRs into the heliosphere (Mewaldt et al., 2010; Kress et al., 2015).

Anisotropies in maps created from cosmic ray measurements
can provide another means of enhancing our understanding of
the interaction of the heliosphere with the LISM. Measurements
from ground-based observatories such as IceCube, Milagro, and
ASγ of cosmic rays up to TeV can be used in conjunction with

measurements from space-based missions such as IBEX and future
outer heliosphere missions to better understand these interactions
(Schwadron et al., 2014). It is also possible to indirectly measure the
features of the Sun’s influence by measuring gamma rays produced
from the interaction of GCRs with the Sun’s surface and photon
field (Orlando and Strong, 2021). These gamma ray emissions from
the Sun can be studied from keV up to TeV and are supported
by measurements from x-ray telescopes and current high-energy
and gamma ray telescopes. Therefore, high-energy telescopes,
including current ground-based observatories, such as VERITAS
(Weekes et al., 2002), MAGIC (Baixeras et al., 2004), HESS
(Aharonian et al., 2006), CTA-N and CTA-S (Acharya et al., 2013),
HAWC (Abeysekara et al., 2017), and LHAASO (Aharonian et al.,
2021), as well as SWGO (Barres de Almeida, 2021) which is used in
research and development, and future instruments such as AMEGO
(Rando, 2017; Caputo et al., 2022) and GECCO (Orlando et al.,
2022), should be used as companions for future missions to study
heliosphere–interstellar interactions.

2.2 Theory and modeling

The current state of our understanding of the shape of
the heliosphere is largely based on theory and modeling
(Heerikhuisen et al., 2014; Drake et al., 2015; Opher et al., 2015;
Pogorelov et al., 2015; Dialynas et al., 2017; Izmodenov and
Alexashov, 2020; Opher et al., 2020; Reisenfeld et al., 2021). Small
variations in model parameters and properties measured in the
nose of the heliosphere, the leading edge in the direction of the
Sun’s motion through the LISM, lead to significant differences
in the projected shape. The global response of the heliosphere
is additionally expected to fluctuate with solar activity and
therefore solar cycle (McComas et al., 2017a; McComas et al., 2019;
Dialynas et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017; Dayeh et al., 2022), which
is yet another element in the interplay of heliosphere–interstellar
interactions and another factor in our uncertainty of the overall
shape. The main features of the shape of the heliosphere include
the nose; the tail, which can be defined relative to the Sun as
the region of the heliosphere found in the direction opposite
the Sun’s motion through the LISM; the size of the heliosphere;
and the behavior of the magnetic field lines at the heliospheric
boundaries. All of these properties, including the size of the
heliosphere, vary vastly in different proposed shapes and models
of the heliosphere, which range in size anywhere from hundreds to
thousands of au and in shape from comet- or magnetosphere-like or
otherwise with extended tails (Kivelson and Russell, 1995; Cravens,
1997; Heerikhuisen et al., 2014; Pogorelov et al., 2015; Chen, 2016;
Izmodenov andAlexashov, 2020; Reisenfeld et al., 2021) to spherical
(Dialynas et al., 2017) to croissant-shaped with multiple tail lobes
(Opher et al., 2020), as shown in Figure 1.

2.2.1 Elongated shape
Various stretched heliospheric models have been proposed

since Parker predicted the supersonic solar wind flow in 1958,
including the 2-D model presented in Parker (1963) shown in
Figure 1B, compared with the earlier more simplified dipole-like
structure presented in Davis (1955) shown in Figure 1A. A few
representations of modern models of elongated heliospheric shapes
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FIGURE 1
Various modeled and proposed shapes for the heliosphere including original 2-D gas dynamic models (Figures adapted from Davis, 1955; Parker, 1963)
(A, B), non-spherical asymmetric models (Figures adapted from Heerikhuisen et al., 2014; Pogorelov et al., 2015; Izmodenov and Alexashov, 2020;
Reisenfeld et al., 2021) (C–E, H), a spherical shape as compared with a more traditional magnetosphere-like concept (Figure adapted from
Dialynas et al., 2017, references therein) (F), and a croissant-shape or small spherical shape with tail lobes (Figure adapted from Opher et al., 2020) (G).
The models in (B–D) propose long tails extending in the downwind direction. The model in (E) depicts an asymmetric shape that is oblong and
stretched in the tailward direction. The model in (F) proposes a very spherical shape, in which the heliotail is completely blunt and symmetric to the
nose direction. This panel compares this model, depicted in the center of Panel (F), with an artistic depiction outlined in red and overlapping the
bottom right corner of the model in Panel (F) that shows a heliotail that is very stretched in the tailward direction, extending beyond the bounds of the
figure. The model in (G) depicts a shape in which the heliotail comprises two lobes that curve inward in the tailward direction. The model in (H) depicts
an asymmetric, non-spherical shape that cannot be fully constrained in the tailward direction, other than to determine that the IBEX ENA
measurements indicate a minimum distance of 350–400 au downstream along the tail. Such distance is consistent with both the croissant heliosphere
(Opher et al., 2015; Kornbleuth et al., 2021) that predicts a tail extending to 350–400 au and with a heliosphere having a comet-like shape that extends
to further distances. While there is currently no definitive proof or consensus as to the actual shape of the heliotail, these models represent a sampling
of theorized shapes for the heliotail from the literature.
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are presented here. As shown in Figure 1C, Heerikhuisen et al.
(2014) present a 3-D kinetic–magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)model
of the heliosphere based on a simulation of the solarwind interaction
with the LISM. The model parameters are adjusted according to
IBEX measurements. These measurements are used to set the LISM
temperature and velocity and to constrain the LISM H and H+

densities, especially to keep the distance to the TS below 90 au
in the directions of the Voyager spacecraft. The authors orient the
magnetic field toward the center of the IBEX ribbon. The reported
simulation results yield a tail that stretches downwind, while its
structure, as well as properties for the plasma and neutrals in the
outer heliosheath, is dependent on ISMF strength. The authors
simulate field strengths of 1, 2, 3, and 4 μG and find that a value in
the range 2.5–3 μGyields resultsmost consistent with the IBEXdata.
Additionally, Pogorelov et al. (2015) present simulation results as
shown in Figure 1D using LISM property constraints from Voyager,
IBEX, SOHO, and air shower observations that yield a long heliotail
extending more than 5000 au downwind of the Sun.

As shown in Figure 1E, Izmodenov and Alexashov (2020)
present a kinetic–MHD model of the heliosphere compared with
magnetic field measurements at the heliopause taken by Voyagers
1 and 2. This model shows that disturbances in the magnetic field
induced by solar activity can be measured as far away as 400–500 au.
The model produces various results given the different constraints,
resulting in potentially blunt or oblong heliopauses with overall
asymmetric shapes and a stretched tail. The authors state that while
the shape of the heliopause is influenced by the ISMF, it is not
entirely determined by the ISMF, but rather is influenced by the
Sun, namely, the solar wind dynamic pressure and IMF as well as
transient variations, to a lesser extent. These effects are incorporated
into the model. The authors note that the model and spacecraft
measurements show discrepancies in the radial component of the
ISMF, which may be related to temporal compressions in the
heliosphere as well as averaging in the model that may reduce the
effects of instabilities at the heliopause. The authors conclude that
their Model 1, the model which aligns the ISMF with the hydrogen
deflection plane, is most consistent with Voyager measurements.
Out of approximately 50 parameterizations of their model with
various constraints, the authors find this one to be the most
consistent with the data. However, there are discrepancies that are
yet to be resolved.

2.2.2 Bubble-like shape
As shown compared with a magnetosphere-like concept of

the heliosphere in Figure 1F, Dialynas et al. (2017) model the
heliosphere using ENA maps taken from Cassini data and compare
with ionmeasurements taken by Voyagers 1 and 2 in the heliosheath
over an 11-year solar cycle. The results of this model suggest a
bubble-like shape to the heliosphere, with no significant features
extending the shape in the heliotail. The authors suggest that a
mechanism for outflow of particles from the system could be polar
jet-like structures as suggested by othermodeling efforts.Thismodel
also suggests that the heliosphere does not have a bow shock. The
results of thismodelmay be supported by the fact that similar shapes
were observed when simulating the Ganymede magnetosphere
embedded in the sub-Alfvenic Jovian magnetospheric plasma. The
authors suggest that the shape can be further constrained in

the future by additional dedicated ENA detections and in situ
measurements.

2.2.3 Small, round shape with tail jets
As shown in Figure 1G, Opher et al. (2020) model the

heliosphere using a two-fluid MHD approach that treats the
thermal solar wind and PUIs as separate fluids. This model
produces a smaller, rounder heliosphere with two jet-like structures
in the heliotail region. Turbulence and magnetic reconnection
between the IMF and ISMF are seen mainly in the flanks in the
heliotail, as highlighted in Figure 2 (Figures from Opher et al., 2017;
Opher et al., 2020). Since the interstellar parameters, namely, the
magnetic field strength and direction, are not well-constrained by
in situ measurements, Opher et al. (2020) present two cases using
potential interstellar magnetic field vectors. The two-fluid approach
allows the authors to reproduce some of the cooling and thinning of
the heliosheath that occurs when the PUIs undergo charge exchange
with neutrals and leave the system as energetic neutral atoms
(ENAs). The PUI depletion shifts the magnetic field enhancement
downstream near the heliopause, influencing the overall shape. The
large gradient in PUI pressure in the heliosheath additionally causes
faster flows toward the north and south, additionally compressing
the heliosphere. The authors, therefore, present a smaller and
rounder model, suggesting this shape is in line with Cassini ENA
observations. The authors find that their second case, which places
the interstellar magnetic field along the center of the IBEX ribbon,
is consistent with the Voyager 1 and 2 measurements that indicate
that the magnetic field strength increases at the heliopause but
also that the direction does not change. Their first case, with
the magnetic field in the hydrogen deflection plane, does not
exhibit this behavior. They also find that their model allows for
magnetic reconnection in the heliotail, though it is suppressed in
the nose.While the authors are able to showmany consistencies with
existing spacecraft measurements from Cassini, New Horizons, and
Voyagers 1 and 2, there are still discrepancies, such as a significant
discrepancy between the models and the thinner heliosheath
measured by the Voyagers 1 and 2 spacecraft. Future remote and
in situ measurements are needed to confirm the results of these
models. Furthermore, Opher et al. (2020) show the PUIs to be
located in a spherical region, which might indicate consistency
with the results obtained with ENA emissions seen by INCA
(Dialynas et al., 2017).

2.2.4 Asymmetric, potentially bullet-like shape
As shown in Figure 1H, Reisenfeld et al. (2021) use a “sounding”

method to build a 3D map of the heliosphere by measuring
the average distance to the ENA source region throughout
the heliosphere. This is done by correlating variations in the
outbound pressure of the solar wind from 1 au and measuring the
time variation, or “trace-back” time, to fluctuations in the ENA
measurements made by IBEX over the course of one 11-year solar
cycle. The authors filter out the enhancements from the IBEX
ribbon and use the sounding method to determine a lower limit
on the distance to the heliopause in all directions. These results are
compared with Voyager 1 and 2 measurements. The authors present
three models, the first of which uses a uniform TS distance of 100
au as a baseline to demonstrate that the shape of the heliopause
is not significantly impacted by the shape of the TS to show the
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FIGURE 2
(A) Magnetic reconnection in the heliotail is seen in some current models of the heliosphere, such as the global heliosphere model treating PUIs as a
separate fluid shown in this figure modified from Opher et al. (2020). If magnetic reconnection is occurring in the heliotail between the IMF and ISMF, it
is reasonable to assume there will be injection into the heliosphere of interstellar ions. (B) Sample geometry for calculating the distance an Interstellar
Probe would need to travel to resolve 100 au of the heliotail within two pixels. (C) Figure adapted from Dayeh et al. (2022), showing the heliospheric
lobe structure observed by IBEX in ENAs, which can be used as a reference point for prospective probe trajectories.

stability of the sounding method. The second model uses a Voyager-
derived TS model, which only gives hard constraints along the
trajectories of Voyagers 1 and 2. The third model uses a Z-H TS
shape determined by solar wind dynamic pressure, which is roughly
latitude-dependent. This shape is not significantly impacted by the
solar cycle and is constrained by the Voyager measurements, so it
is considered the most accurate by the authors, though it exhibits
an unexplained asymmetry of ∼10 au. The authors state that the
shape of the heliosphere is primarily determined by the interaction
of the heliospherewith the LISMflow and secondarily affected by the
ISMF. The results of the sounding models yield a minimum distance
of 350–400 au downstream. The authors note that the overall shape
obtained is more consistent with a “bullet-like” (Heerikhuisen et al.,
2014; Pogorelov et al., 2015; Izmodenov and Alexashov, 2020) shape
than a “croissant” (Opher et al., 2015; Opher et al., 2020) shape.
However, while this method uses spacecraft measurements to
remotely sample the shape of the heliosphere, this sounding method
is limited in scale and cannot determine an upper bound on the
length of the heliotail to determine if the overall shape of the
heliosphere is more compressed or stretched. The limitations of this
uniquely data-driven model of the heliosphere greatly emphasize

the need for more in situ measurements required to more fully
understand the shape of the heliosphere. Additionally, heliotail
model comparisons inKornbleuth et al. (2021) show that differences
in the heliosheath plasma for different heliotail configurations donot
begin to manifest until approximately 350–400 au, which coincides
with the observational limit of the IBEX-Hi observations noted by
Reisenfeld et al. (2021).

2.3 Interstellar measurements and heliotail
observations

To address these unknowns about the shape and properties
of the heliosphere, direct interstellar measurements must be
taken outside of the heliosphere, away from the Sun’s direct
influence. Remotely sampling the LISM from within the heliosphere
has its limitations and cannot give the complete picture of
the full heliosphere and its interactions with the surrounding
LISM. Only direct measurements from the LISM can definitively
address the open questions of how the heliosphere is affected
by interstellar interactions and better constrain the boundary
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conditions for heliospheric models. This can be achieved as part of
a future Interstellar Probe mission, as discussed by McNutt Jr. et al.
(2021), Brandt et al. (2022), and Brandt et al. (2023). However, a
single-spacecraft Interstellar Probe mission comes with its own
limitations. The most significant difference among the proposed
shapes of the heliosphere can be found in the tail region, but a
likely trajectory of a future Interstellar Probe may be noseward
(Schlei et al., 2021). While it is important to sample the LISM
noseward of the heliosphere to understand the interstellar space
environment ahead of the heliosphere to understand where the
solar system is headed and what the future implications may be
on future composition and dynamics within the solar system, it
is also critical to properly understand the shape of the entire
heliosphere. Only a study of the tailward region of the heliosphere
will give definitive evidence for the complete shape, which impacts
how the heliosphere interacts with the LISM and therefore how
the LISM impacts the composition of the heliosphere. Therefore,
complementary in situ and indirect interstellar measurements must
be made tailward within the heliosphere. These measurements
can be made through the use of intentional instrumentation
requirements for outer heliosphere missions. Additionally, it would
be beneficial for the Interstellar Probe mission to either consider a
trajectory through the heliotail, via the flank, or to comprise a unified
mission of two spacecraft, in which a second Interstellar Probe
would be launched with a tailward trajectory, perhaps intersecting
one of the proposed (Opher et al., 2020) tail lobes. A two-part
Interstellar Probe mission could be seen as an analog to the two
Voyager spacecraft which were deployed as part of a unified mission
to visit each of the planets within the solar system. Such an
Interstellar Probe mission would additionally have the potential for
interdisciplinary science, such as planetary science, as proposed by
Holler et al. (2023).

Intentional tailward measurements included in future mission
requirements using PUIs, ENAs, low-energy neutrals, and cosmic
rays will better inform our understanding of the global shape of
the heliosphere and its interaction with the LISM. Furthermore,
in addition to in situ remote sensing techniques, it may be
possible to take direct measurements of interstellar ions fromwithin
the heliosphere, especially from the heliotail. While most of the
interstellar ions at the nose of the heliosphere are deflected around
the heliosphere by the boundary with the IMF, interstellar ions
may penetrate the heliosphere through other mechanisms. There
may be reconnection sites between the IMF and ISMF and further
mixing that lead to the entry of interstellar particles into the
heliosphere. Given heliospheric features such as tail lobes or jets or a
magnetosphere-like heliotail, there is likely injection of interstellar
plasma into the heliosphere through magnetic reconnection and
turbulent mixing in the heliotail, even if this effect is more of a
“leaking in” of interstellar plasma rather than the more eruptive
events which can be caused in a magnetosphere due to solar
activity. The likelihood of magnetic reconnection between the
IMF and ISMF in the heliotail is supported by current modeling
efforts such as the separate fluid PUI model shown in Figure 2
(Opher et al., 2020). Such modeling efforts support reconnection in
the tail, allowing for the injection of interstellar material through the
heliotail (Opher et al., 2021). Furthermore, given any shape of the
heliosphere, some amount of tailward mixture of the heliospheric
and interstellar plasmas should result, which should likely have

detectable signatures fromwithin the heliosphere, especially as there
is evidence for turbulence and vortices in the heliotail and other
astrotails (Pauls and Zank, 1996; Sahai and Chronopoulos, 2010;
Desiati and Lazarian, 2012; Opher et al., 2017).

Flow behavior of the LISM around the heliosphere resulting in
turbulence and reconnection is generally noticeable inmodels of the
heliosphere from the literature (Opher et al., 2015; Pogorelov et al.,
2015). Therefore, as some amount of mixing of the heliospheric
and interstellar plasmas should occur in the heliotail region, it
is reasonable to assume that these interstellar particles may be
measured away from the Sun, even within the heliosphere. Sampling
these interstellar particles will both allow us to measure additional
interstellar properties and to further constrain the global shape
of the heliosphere. In fact, such plasma flows may be found to
reconcile someof the critical differences between currently proposed
heliospheric shapes, such as a stretched vs. croissant-like shape.
Therefore, direct measurement of interstellar particles from within
the heliosphere should be explicitly included in themission goals for
future outer heliosphere missions.

2.4 Possible trajectories for an Interstellar
Probe mission

A number of viable trajectories may be considered for a
future Interstellar Probe mission, namely, six possible trajectories,
each with notable advantages and disadvantages. Specifically,
these possibilities include trajectories through the nose, through
the IBEX Ribbon center, through the port lobe, through the
starboard lobe, through the northern heliotail lobe, and through the
low-latitude tail.

2.4.1 Through the nose
Passing through the nose direction of the heliosphere, which

is (7°N, 252°E) in Earth ecliptic coordinates, offers an opportunity
to connect the Voyager observations, being close to the midpoint
of their trajectories. It also offers the opportunity to effectively
revisit the Voyager observations by evaluating how the physical
processes observed by Voyagers 1 and 2 changed with time to help
determine which observed phenomena were temporal or spatial.
Additionally, the lifetimes of the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft will
not be able to extend beyond 200 au, and both spacecraft are
currently limited in their instrumentation. An Interstellar Probe in
this direction would be able to expand upon previous observations
to provide a more complete view of the LISM environment in
front of the heliosphere. The nose direction also provides an
interesting opportunity, as measurements through this direction
would provide important observations of the bow wave in front
of the heliosphere. This trajectory also offers the shortest path
to the heliopause to begin this sampling of the bow wave. This
would additionally help to indicate, through global imaging, the
spatial regions over which the IBEX Ribbon is created, as the
spacecraft would pass through the radial distances of the ribbon
source locations. Despite these advantages, this direction poses
several limitations, specifically regarding breakthrough science.
Primarily, the plasma environment along this direction would likely
be similar to the plasma environment investigated by both Voyager
spacecraft, as well as New Horizons. Additionally, there would be
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no opportunity to investigate the physics or structure of the heliotail
given this trajectory, limiting our observational perspective strictly
to the upwind hemisphere.

2.4.2 Through the IBEX ribbon center
This trajectory is a highlighted trajectory in the Interstellar

Probe Mission Concept Report (McNutt Jr. et al., 2021). The main
appeal of this trajectory, which is approximately 45° from the
heliopause nose direction, is that the heliopause and the LISM can
be reached within a reasonable timeframe (<50 years); somewhat
of a side view of the heliopause can be obtained, though notably
in the noseward direction; and the IBEX ribbon can additionally be
probed. Depending on the latitude of the trajectory, an Interstellar
Probe mission can either directly pass through the source region
of the IBEX ribbon to investigate the physical mechanisms that
generate the ribbon, or it can pass through the ribbon center
in order to better allow for a global determination of the IBEX
ribbon source location. This trajectory can additionally allow for the
observation of draped interstellar magnetic field lines (Opher et al.,
2017; Turner et al., 2024) and has the potential for sampling the
pristine LISM in the lifetime of the spacecraft. One notable
disadvantage of this trajectory is that, like the Voyager spacecraft
and New Horizons, it will be primarily sampling the upwind
hemisphere. An Interstellar Probe on this trajectory would have the
opportunity to further investigate much of the phenomena revealed
by the Voyager spacecraft and New Horizons, but the physics of
the heliotail would remain largely unobserved. While this trajectory
does present the opportunity to take a somewhat side-view image of
the heliopause to evaluate the shape of the heliosphere, it is limited.
Given a potential ENA imaging resolution of 4° × 4° in latitude and
longitude, respectively, an Interstellar Probe would likely need to
traverse approximately 500–600 au to resolve heliotail distances of
400–700 au from the Sun within one pixel, assuming the heliotail
is not highly inclined with respect to the interstellar flow vector.
Given this level of resolution, it would be extremely difficult for an
Interstellar Probe tomake any determinations on the length or shape
of the heliotail.

2.4.3 Through the port lobe
While a port lobe trajectory (Figure 2) would require a further

distance to the heliopause than through the IBEX ribbon center
as described above, this trajectory offers significant advantages.
As first noted in McComas et al. (2013), the port lobe is a low-
/mid-latitude region of the heliosphere on the port side, or flank,
relative to the motion of the heliosphere through the LISM.
In IBEX-Hi observations, the port lobe has the signature of a
high spectral slope (McComas et al., 2013; Zirnstein et al., 2016a;
Dayeh et al., 2022). In general, by passing through the flank of the
heliosphere where there is a thicker heliosheath, there are not only
more opportunities to learn about the physics of the heliosheath,
but also to observe diverted flows from the nose region of the
heliosphere. Opher et al. (2023) suggest that anisotropies seen in
Voyager energetic ion measurements result from pressure gradients
between the flanks and nose of the heliosphere. A trajectory
through the flanks, therefore, when taken with previous Voyager
measurements, offers not only the opportunity to investigate a
potential source of previously observed PUI anisotropies but also to
construct a better global picture of plasma flows in different regions

of the heliosheath. This is an important implication due to the
observed ENA depletion regions in IBEX observations at energies
>2 keV. These regions are also seen in INCA ENA observations
and are referred to as “basins” (Dialynas et al., 2013). While the
source of these basins has been suggested to result from flow
diversions related to the shape of the heliotail at IBEX energies
(Zirnstein et al., 2016a), their source remains an open question
at INCA ENA energies. An additional advantage is the ability to
determine the distance to the termination shock in the flanks,
which to date has only been inferred observationally through
IBEX measurements (Zirnstein et al., 2022) and through global
modeling efforts (Izmodenov and Alexashov, 2020; Opher et al.,
2020; Fraternale et al., 2023). Giacalone et al. (2021) model ion
acceleration in the flank direction at the termination shock and find
similar distributions to those modeled in the Voyager 2 direction.
This, however, is partly based on an assumed termination shock
distance of 100 au in the flank. Properly constraining the flank
termination shock distance would have important implications for
modeling efforts, as would properly constraining the heliopause
distance. The ISMF draping along the heliopause should lead to
a compressed port flank of the heliosphere as compared to the
starboard flank given the array of ISMF directions used in the
outer heliosphere community (Zirnstein et al., 2016c; Izmodenov
and Alexashov, 2020; Opher et al., 2020). Therefore, having an
observed heliopause distance in the flank compared with the
observed Voyager locations would give a better global picture of the
heliosphere. Additionally, while this directionwould not offer a good
trajectory directly through the IBEX ribbon source, it would give an
outside perspective, which could still allow for the determination of
IBEX ribbon source distances from the heliosphere. Lastly, passing
through the port lobe location offers a better opportunity than
passing through the IBEX ribbon center trajectory for taking a
side-view ENA image of the heliosphere. While the IBEX ribbon
center direction would create significant difficulty for observing the
heliotail within multiple pixels, the flank trajectory only requires
a distance of ∼400–500 au from launch to observe the heliotail at
distances of 400 au–500 au from the Sun within two pixels. This
trajectory offers a much more viable option for resolving heliotail
characteristics and therefore less risk in capturing this vital image to
properly characterize the shape of the heliosphere from the outside.

2.4.4 Through the starboard lobe
Passing through the starboard lobe (Figure 2), which is the

low-/mid-latitude region of the high spectral slope (McComas et al.,
2013; Zirnstein et al., 2016a; Dayeh et al., 2022) on the starboard
side of the moving heliosphere, offers many of the same advantages
as passing through the port lobe. Some differences, however, can be
noted from the port lobe trajectory. In contrast to the port lobe, the
presently accepted ISMF draping configuration along the heliopause
suggests a longer heliopause distance in the starboard flank than
in the port flank (Section 2.4.3). This would have implications not
only for the heliopause but also for the termination shock. This
trajectory has the potential to increase the amount of time an
Interstellar Probe would spend reaching the LISM, the reduction
of which is considered a primary mission goal. However, it also
offers the opportunity to help better characterize the global shape
of the heliosphere. In addition, the starboard lobe trajectory offers
the potential opportunity to directly pass through the IBEX ribbon
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in the ecliptic plane, which could help reveal the IBEX ribbon source
physics and location for the segment of the ribbon through which it
passes. This trajectory offers the advantage of traversing a similar
distance within the heliosphere as compared with the port lobe
trajectory to obtain a side-view global ENA image from outside that
can capture heliotail distances. Passing through the starboard lobe,
therefore, offers the best opportunity to both directly study the IBEX
ribbon and to characterize the shape of the heliotail.

2.4.5 Through the northern heliotail lobe
Passing through the heliotail offers the best opportunity to

study the dynamics of the downwind hemisphere. However, given
a single Interstellar Probe spacecraft, this direction would offer
the least opportunity to investigate both the heliosphere and
the LISM. Should an Interstellar Probe mission include two
spacecraft, however, the heliotail offers an ideal trajectory for better
characterizing the global picture of the heliotail. Specifically, passing
through the northern heliotail lobe (Figure 2) explores a region
of great interest in the heliophysics community. The northern
heliotail lobe can readily be identified in ENA observations as
being located near ∼ 45° in latitude from the ecliptic plane in
the heliotail and having higher intensity in IBEX-Hi ENA maps
than the surrounding area at energies >2 keV (McComas et al.,
2013; Zirnstein et al., 2016a; Dayeh et al., 2022). This trajectory
would allow for the direct observation of phenomena such as
magnetic reconnection and turbulence in the heliotail (Opher et al.,
2015; Pogorelov et al., 2015; Opher et al., 2017; Opher et al., 2021;
Fraternale et al., 2023). These phenomena are also potential sources
of particle acceleration in the heliosphere, which remains an open
question to date (Gkioulidou et al., 2022; Kornbleuth et al., 2023b).
Additionally, a spacecraft passing through the heliotail offers the
unique opportunity to directly probe the shape and length of the
heliotail and to identify whether there is a mixing of interstellar
and solar wind plasma in the heliotail, as suggested by Opher et al.
(2015). A notable disadvantage of this trajectory, which would likely
exclude it from a proposed direction given a single Interstellar Probe
spacecraft mission, is the uncertainty of the heliotail shape and
composition. Due to these uncertainties, there is a large potential
for risk despite the enormous potential for discovery. Current
uncertainties include the length of the heliotail, with estimates
ranging from 400 to thousands of au, and a debate as to whether
the heliotail plasma is turbulent (Opher et al., 2015; Pogorelov et al.,
2015; Opher et al., 2017; Opher et al., 2021; Fraternale et al., 2023)
or laminar (Izmodenov and Alexashov, 2015; Kornbleuth et al.,
2021). Therefore, the prospect remains that an Interstellar Probe on
a trajectory through the northern heliotail lobe might not reach the
LISM within the mission’s lifetime. Given a single spacecraft in this
direction, such a mission might also be unable to make any further
determinations on the source of the IBEX ribbon. Additionally, as
shown by Kornbleuth et al. (2021), while a short-tail heliosphere
would manifest around 400 au, this would primarily be at low
latitudes. Turbulent jets noted by Opher et al. (2015) in a short-
tail model of the heliosphere extend beyond this 400-au splitting
region. While the high-latitude lobes where the turbulent jets are
presentwould likely terminate at approximately 600 au, the distances
required suggest that it is possible that an Interstellar Probe would
not be able to make any concrete conclusions while traversing the
high-latitude tail, even given a short-tail heliosphere.

2.4.6 Through the low-latitude tail
The primary goal of this trajectory would be to determine the

extent of the heliotail. In the low-latitude tail, Kornbleuth et al.
(2021) show that differences between a long and short heliotail
manifest around 400 au. Reconnection between the ISMF and IMF
is shown to be present beyond 400 au in the short-tail scenario, along
with mixed interstellar and solar wind plasma (Opher et al., 2015).
A trajectory through this region should allow an Interstellar Probe
to address whether or not this mixing region exists to help evaluate
the structure and physics of the heliotail. Despite this potential,
notable limitations of this trajectory include a null result should
the spacecraft not encounter a mixing region, as well as a potential
lack of ability to study the LISM and the IBEX ribbon. Additionally,
should the spacecraft enter the mixed region of solar wind and
interstellar plasma, it would be unable to make determinations
on the pristine LISM conditions. This trajectory would, therefore,
be another option that should likely only be considered given
a two-spacecraft Interstellar Probe mission, though more science
objectives would still likely be obtained from other trajectories.

3 Conclusion

The intent of this paper is to address the science question:
what is the global shape of the heliosphere, especially in the
heliotail, and how does the LISM interact with, penetrate, and affect
the composition of the heliosphere? To address this question, we
propose intentional in situ and indirect measurements of interstellar
properties as a mission requirement for future missions through:
1. More comprehensive PUI measurements taken with improved
sensitivity, higher cadence, and larger fields of view, especially aimed
at interstellar measurements and the heliotail. 2. Use of cosmic ray
measurements, ENAs, and low-energy neutrals in the heliotail. 3.
Measurements of interstellar ions that penetrate the heliosphere
throughmagnetic reconnection, turbulence, and othermechanisms,
along with their signatures, especially in the heliotail. 4. Either an
Interstellar Probe trajectory through the heliotail, via the flank,
or a two-spacecraft Interstellar Probe mission with noseward and
heliotailward trajectories. We additionally provide the background
on the current state of knowledge and modeling in the field and
present the benefits and shortcomings of six possible Interstellar
Probe trajectories ranging from the nose to the tail directions.
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